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A BSTRACT. How does a political leader’s messaging during a pandemic influence social distancing
by citizens? We model the strategic choice of narrative in a beauty contest setting where the leader
seeks to eliminate the disease. The leader’s resolve to eliminate the disease affects her narrative in
a non-linear way. A resolute leader adopts a highly partisan narrative that identifies strongly with
her followers, albeit at the expense of her payoff, while an ambivalent leader with low resolve for
eliminating the disease is less partisan. Our result speaks to the debate on the voluntary acceptance
of limits to individual liberty during a pandemic.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Political leaders have a disproportionate influence on public behavior, particularly during
times of crisis. The Covid-19 pandemic illustrates how narratives – the purposeful portrayal
of events that fosters a common view – deployed by political leaders can influence voluntary
social distancing by citizens. But the messaging of leaders and their resolve to prioritize public
health has varied greatly. Some, notably Prime Minister Ardern of New Zealand, have pursued a strategy of eliminating the virus and garnered widespread support for social distancing
Affiliations: 1 Deutsche Bundesbank, Wilhelm-Epstein-Strasse 14, 60431 Frankfurt, Germany; 2 University of
Auckland, 12 Grafton Rd, Auckland 1010, New Zealand; 3 Centre for Applied Macroeconomic Analysis (CAMA),
Australian National University, Acton ACT 2601, Australia; 4 Northwestern University, 2211 Campus Dr, Evanston,
IL 60208, United States. We thank Jagjit Chadha, Piotr Dworczak, Guillaume Gex, Arthur Grimes, Alessandro Pavan, Hamid Sabourian, Bruno Strulovici, Xiaoyun Qiu, Udayan Vaidya, and seminar participants at Northwestern
University for helpful comments. The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily
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through empathetic communication. Others, such as President Bolsonaro of Brazil and Prime
Minister Johnson of the United Kingdom have taken a more sanguine approach towards disease
containment—downplaying social distancing and emphasizing the importance of personal liberties. A better understanding of the link between politicians’ communication campaigns and
individuals’ voluntary adoption of preventative measures is, thus, important for policy debate
on limiting the spread of the pandemic.
In this paper, we present a model of voluntary social distancing in which citizens care about
engaging in the level of social distancing appropriate to them, as well as conforming to the behavior of others around them. But in selecting their level of social distancing, citizens also look
to the leader for guidance on how to behave. The leader, thus, has an opportunity to set a narrative that shapes how citizens view public health considerations over their personal liberties.
The leader’s objective is two-fold: (i) encourage social distancing; whilst (ii) respecting the personal liberties of citizens. Critically, the leader is confronted with a public health constraint –
namely to eliminate the disease with a level of confidence that reflects her own resolve to fight
the disease.
The leader’s resolve to eliminate the disease affects the equilibrium narrative in a non-linear
way. A resolute leader, for whom public health is imperative, adopts a more partisan narrative
intent on rallying citizens, particularly her followers. But, since nonpartisan citizens feel compelled to voluntarily give up their personal liberties due to social norms, her exhortation this
comes at an excessively large cost to communal welfare and, thus, the leader’s reputation. For
such a leader, the larger her support base and the greater her charisma, the lower is the emphasis placed on rallying her followers since citizens are more willing to comply. And as citizens
adhere more closely to social norms, the leader places an increased emphasis on rallying her
followers, since greater strategic complementarity in citizens’ actions compels citizens to reduce
social distancing.
By contrast, an ambivalent leader who is unconstrained by the requirement to eliminate the disease chooses a less partisan narrative that optimally balances the two objectives of encouraging
social distancing and respecting citizens’ personal liberties. Changes in such a leader’s resolve
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to fight the disease have no effect on the narrative. Moreover, the greater the support base for
such a leader, the wider the audience that can be reached and galvanized to socially distance.
Thus, communal welfare suffers less as the leader adopts a more partisan narrative. And while
greater charisma means that the leader is better able to motivate followers to socially distance, it
induces nonpartisan citizens to voluntarily give up on their personal liberties thereby reducing
communal welfare. Thus, a highly charismatic leader chooses a less partisan narrative. Finally,
partisan exhortations by the leader to her followers are most effective only in those communities
where social norms are strongly observed.
Our modeling approach builds on the “beauty contest” framework of Morris and Shin (2002)
but is novel in three respects. First, we provide an epidemiological foundation for the fundamental in our model, namely the health status of the community. Citizens choose social distancing levels to match individual health targets that reflect both the community health status
as well as their personal biases favoring the preservation of personal liberties over the protection of public health. Second, the epidemiological foundation of the model provides a basis for
the public health constraint facing the leader. Since this constraint is stochastic, it introduces
chance-constrained optimization (Charnes and Cooper, 1959; Miller and Wagner, 1965) into the
beauty contest setup. The leader thus chooses the narrative to maximizes her objectives subject
to complying with the disease constraint with some confidence level. And third, our treatment of
disease transmission as a constraint enables a shadow price to be attached to efforts to eliminate
the disease (Budish, 2020).

Related literature. We contribute to the literature on beauty contests and the Covid-19 pandemic. Bueno de Mesquita and Shadmehr (2020) apply the beauty contest approach to pandemics, focusing on the inertia of social distancing and the role of communication policy in
mitigating that inertia. By contrast, our model explores the characteristics of a political narrative
that emerges in equilibrium when leaders are faced with a public health constraint. Herrera and
Ordoñez (2020) analyze the possible herding of public health policies as international leaders
compare their policy performance against each other. While policies become more similar than
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might be justified on their information value alone, such herding disciplines the actions of policymakers since they place less weight on personal agendas. The aspect of political leadership
that we explore in this paper, however, is very different.
Our theoretical analysis complements empirical work on partisanship and social distancing.
Grossman et al. (2020) use Twitter data from the US to study how political partisanship influences citizens’ decisions on voluntary social distancing following communications by state governors. They find that the effects of tweets to ‘stay at home’ were more pronounced in Democratic counties, and that Democratic counties were more responsive to Republican governors
than Republican counties. Allcott et al. (2020) use smartphone data to show that areas with
more Republicans engaged in less social distancing, controlling for other factors such as population density, public policy and Covid cases. Ajzenman et al. (2020) analyze the extent to which
social distancing weakened in Brazil, following President Bolsanaro’s public dismissal of the
risks from Covid-19. They find that his pronouncements were most keenly felt in municipalities
that strongly supported the president.
Our paper also relates to the literature examining the role of leadership in facilitating coordination by followers. Dewan and Myatt (2008) analyze how a leader manipulates key elements
of her rhetorical strategy, namely clarity and accuracy, to shape the choice set of followers. They
find that clarity is preferable to the accuracy of communication since it ensures that all followers interpret the leader’s message in the same way, expediting coordination. Bolton et al. (2013)
show how a leader’s resolve to pursue an ex ante mission statement opens the door to a time
inconsistency problem—while the leader would like followers to believe in the mission, followers know that ex post, after they have acted, the leader will revise her strategy in response to
new information. Acemoglu and Jackson (2015) explore how social norms shape patterns of
compliance and cooperation, although in a dynamic setting that is different from ours.
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2. M OTIVATION : A TALE OF TWO ISLAND NATIONS
To situate the model, we consider the political narratives and contrasting approaches of New
Zealand and the United Kingdom during the early stages of the pandemic. Our discussion
highlights the key ingredients of our theoretical framework and anticipates some of its main
findings.

New Zealand. In early 2020, Prime Minister Jacinda Arden of New Zealand entered the final
stages of her first term as the leader of a minority coalition government, with an election scheduled for September of that year. At the time, political commentators regarded the outcome as
“extraordinarily open and unpredictable”, suggesting that Ardern’s core political base was relatively small, even though she was consistently ahead in the polls.1 On Sunday, March 22, following the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, Ardern addressed the nation in her now famous “Be
strong and be kind” speech. Over the coming weeks, her narrative made clear both her government’s resolve to eliminate the virus, and the critical role of voluntary social distancing in that
elimination strategy:
“The Government’s overall public health strategy is. . . elimination. . . . Elimination does not mean
eradicating the virus permanently, . . . rather it means being confident that we have eliminated chains
of transmission in our community for at least 28 days. . . . The most important measures to restrict the
spread will remain physical distancing and. . . these “voluntary” measures are fundamental to the overall
response. . . .”2
In her social distancing narrative, Ardern sought to rally citizens by strongly identifying with
them. There were frequent references to the “team of five million”, invocations of community
spirit by encouraging citizens to stay at home “. . . and act as though you have Covid. This will
save lives. . . ”, and an emphasis on “. . . we’re all in this together.” The narrative appealed strongly
to her core base of younger voters, as well as indigenous Maori and migrant populations. It
was, moreover, carefully pre-meditated. Before communicating with citizens were carefully run
1
2

Guardian (January 28, 2020), “New Zealand election: Jacinda Ardern promises stability as she sets poll date.”
Ministry of Health NZ (May 20, 2020), “Covid-19 elimination strategy for Aotearoa New Zealand.”
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through a large army of speech-writers, government agencies, and focus groups.3 Although
estimates of the level of conformity to social norms in New Zealand were low (Gelfand et al.,
2011), the level of public compliance with Ardern’s guidance was very high.
Ardern also gave daily press briefings in which she communicated scientific information
alongside the Chief Medical Officer. During the early days of the pandemic, when accurate
information about the disease (e.g., benefits of wearing face masks) was scant, her emphasis on
kindness and inclusiveness encouraged citizens to place public health concerns ahead of concerns about livelihoods. Although New Zealand entered into a relatively short-lived national
lockdown and a subsequent, targeted, lockdown in Auckland, Ardern’s approval ratings grew
and her narrative became more widely accepted. She was able to refocus debate towards reviving the economy and won a landslide victory in the October 2020 general election.

United Kingdom. Prime Minister Boris Johnson of the United Kingdom confronted the Covidpandemic on the back of a landslide victory in December 2019 UK general election and, as such,
a strong mandate from UK citizens. Unlike New Zealand’s explicit elimination strategy, his
government’s initial response to the crisis was to contain the virus through a strategy of “herd
immunity”, with citizens quickly concluding that the government had resigned itself to a large
number of deaths.4 The government, moreover, suggested that “mass gatherings did not have a
major impact on virus transmission” and made few efforts to discourage attendance at sporting
events and concerts.5
In his address to the nation on March 12, 2020, Johnson issued a warning that many families
would “. . . lose loved ones before their time. . . .” Johnson was interpreted as exhorting citizens to
“take it on the chin” and that Britain could “. . . allow the disease, as it were, to move through the
population, without taking as many draconian measures.”6 He also downplayed the virus—very
publicly shaking hands, despite health advice to engage in social distancing:
3

See, for example, New Zealand Herald (May 10, 2020), “Covid 19 coronavirus: Lockdown a masterclass in
mass communication and control.”
4
See, for example, Freedman (2020).
5
Guardian (April 29, 2020), “Revealed: the inside story of the UK’s Covid-19 crisis.”
6
New York Times (March 27, 2020): “Boris Johnson should have taken his own medicine.”
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“I was at a hospital the other night where I think there were actually a few coronavirus patients and I
shook hands with everybody, you’ll be pleased to know, and I continue to shake hands.”
In contrast to the high and consistent level of resolve exhibited by Jacinda Ardern, Johnson
seemed less constrained by the need to contain the disease and deployed a narrative that suited
his own best interest. Most commentators appear to have concluded that the nature of his narrative reflected his “libertarian instincts”.7 For example, the Financial Times (November 2, 2020)
noted that “. . . his signature on any topic is incoherence. He is pro-individual liberty and pro-public
health. . . ” and he “. . . insists on seeing what he wants to see. . . .”8 Although his resolve varied over
the course of 2020, the essence of Johnson’s libertarian narrative remained intact and was noticeably less empathetic in its efforts to identify with UK citizens. Although the willingness of
UK citizens to conform to social norms was higher than average (Gelfand et al., 2011), public
compliance with social distancing was low. In part, this reflected a marked decline in Johnson’s popularity since the onset of the pandemic—according to a YouGov poll, the proportion of
citizens who view Johnson as performing well declined from 42% in January 2020 to 34% in October 2020. Johnson’s inability to reassure voters resulted in reticence to follow social distancing,
further waves of Covid cases, and the prospect of recurrent lockdowns to combat the disease.
Figure 1 illustrates the morbidity and mortality rates from Covid-19 in New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. Table 1 summarizes the two cases and their relationship to the model. The case
studies suggest a relationship between the resolve of the leader to eliminate the disease and the
equilibrium narrative deployed. The narrative to socially distance that emerges in equilibrium
is also related to the size of the leader’s support base and the degree of social conformity in a
community.

7
8

Guardian (April 29, 2020).
Financial Times (November 2, 2020): “Boris Johnson’s mistakes in the pandemic are depressingly familiar.”

Morbidity rate (blue)

19,368

764

Mortality rate (red)

8

395 5
New Zealand United Kingdom
F IGURE 1. Morbidity rate (blue bars, cases per million population) and mortality
rate (red bars, deaths per million population) from Covid-19 in New Zealand and
United Kingdom at November 12, 2020 (source: Stats NZ, ONS UK, JHU CSSE).
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TABLE 1. Two cases and their relationship to the model

Feature of Model

Initial narrative
Public health constraint
(willingness to contain
the disease R < 1)
Leader’s resolve to

New Zealand

United Kingdom

(Jacinda Ardern)

(Boris Johnson)

“Stay home, save lives”; “Take it on the chin”;
public health first

libertarian approach

Elimination strategy;

Herd immunity;

constraint binding

constraint not binding

High

Low

Initially moderate;

Initially large;

growing over crisis

declining over crisis

period

period

High

High

Below average

Above average

High

Low

High

Low

contain disease

Size of support base

Charisma of leader
Pressure on citizens to
conform to social norms
Extent to which leader exhorts
citizens to shift their bias over
“lives versus livelihoods”
Extent to which leader identifies
with citizens (partisanship)
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3. M ODEL
A political leader (pronoun “she”) seeks to eliminate the spread of a disease in a community
of citizens of unit mass, indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]. Neither the leader nor the citizens have any initial
information about the transmissibility of the disease and, absent a vaccine, the disease can only
be eliminated by voluntary social distancing.9 We interpret social distancing to include precautionary practices (e.g., refusing to shake hands) and economic activity (e.g., avoiding cinemas and
theatres). Each citizen chooses an action ai ∈ R, which captures the level of social distancing that
R1
is in their best interest. A higher action corresponds to greater social distancing. Let A = 0 ai di
be the aggregate level of social distancing in the community.
Before citizens select their actions, the leader commits to a narrative, which reflects her resolve,
φ ∈ (0, 1) to eliminate the disease.10 Formally, the narrative is defined by the pair {φ, p}, where
p ≥ 0 reflects the partisan tone of her narrative, i.e., the extent to which the leader rallies partisan
citizens – those who identify strongly with the leader – causing them to put aside their own
individual biases about social distancing in favor of the collective enterprise – eliminating the
disease.11 To the extent that citizens care about conforming to social norms, the narrative also
indirectly shapes the response of more nonpartisan citizens.
In what follows, the leader selects the partisan tone of her narrative to maximize her payoff
subject to the constraint of successfully eliminating the disease with confidence level φ. We, thus,
put a shadow price – in terms of the loss to communal welfare from overriding citizens’ views
on personal liberties – to the leader’s attempt of eliminating the disease.

9 We do not consider legal restrictions in the form of “lockdowns” in the model. Goolsbee and Syverson (2020)

provide evidence suggesting that social distancing during the early days of the pandemic was more a consequence
of voluntary behavior than formal restrictions.
10 We suppose that the narrative is built on the work of government agencies, speechwriters, pollsters and the
like. So once a narrative is chosen, the leader is bound to pursue it.
11 van Vugt and Ronay (2014) discuss how a leader’s narrative influences followers to identify with a common
cause.
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Eliminating the disease. The basic reproduction number, R0 , is the expected number of secondary infections produced by a typical infected case in a host population where every individual is susceptible (Barrett, 2003; Rothman, 2012). A disease dies out if R0 is below one. In order
to characterize the spread of the disease, it is necessary to distinguish between the distribution
of the infectious potential of individuals and the distribution of social connections between people. The evidence for Covid-19 suggests that the driving force behind the spread of disease is a
biological heterogeneity in infectiousness – some individuals simply shed the virus to a much
greater extent than the average infected person (Bi et al., 2020; Park et al., 2020). We therefore follow Nielsen and Sneppen (2020) and Fukui and Furukawa (2020) and assume that R0 is drawn
from a power-law distribution with density f ( R0 ) = R0−2 . And we suppose that every susceptible citizen has an equal probability of contacting every other individual in the community, i.e.,
there is homogeneous mixing among citizens.12
Let Q ∈ (0, 1) be the probability that a susceptible citizen does not contract the disease. As
citizens observe greater social distancing, the likelihood of the disease being transmitted is lowered. Accordingly, Q = Q( A) is strictly increasing in the aggregate action A.13 We assume that
Q( A) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function. When most citizens practice a
high level of social distancing, A is large and Q( A) is close to one—so there is a small probability
that the disease is transmitted . But when many citizens behave as if there is no disease, Q( A)
is close to zero and the disease spreads. With homogeneous mixing, the number of secondary
infections is linearly proportional to 1 − Q( A). The effective reproduction number of the disease
is, therefore, R = [1 − Q( A)] R0 .
The disease is eliminated once R < 1 or, equivalently,
Q( A) > T = 1 −

1
,
R0

(1)

12 Bansal et al. (2007) discuss how homogeneous mixing gives rough, but reasonable, approximations for many

populations in epidemiology.
13 With homogeneous mixing and social distancing, all citizens interact with each other at the same rate, albeit
with reduced close contact. So the transmissibility of the disease through the community is invariant to differences
in the behavior of distinct sub-community groups.
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where T is the threshold value of Q( A) that leads to the endemic state R = 1. Let θ = Q−1 ( T ),
so that (1) can be written as
A > θ.

(2)

In other words, the disease is eliminated whenever the average level of social distancing exceeds
θ, the health status of the community. Since R0 follows a power-law distrubution, all players share
a common prior belief that T is uniformly distributed over the unit interval.14 Accordingly,
P(θ < A) = P( T < Q( A)) = Q( A). Thus, the health status is a standard Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and unit variance.

Effects of the leader’s exhortation. The leader’s narrative shapes citizens’ attitudes toward the
collective public health enterprise over the pursuit of individual personal liberties. We suppose
that a proportion, ε, of citizens are partisan in the sense that they strongly identify with the leader.
Specifically, their attitude, or personal bias, toward “life versus liberty” concerns is swayed by
the partisan tone of the leader’s narrative. The remaining proportion of citizens, 1 − ε, are nonpartisan and do not re-calibrate how they trade off public health and personal liberties following
the leader’s narrative. We assume, without loss of generality, that partisan citizens lie on the
interval [0, ε], and let δi ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator function specifying whether a citizen is partisan
(1) or not (0).
The payoff function for citizen i is
ui = −(1 − ω ) ( ai − θ − [bi + δi χp])2 − ω ( ai − A)2 ,

(3)

where ω ∈ (0, 1). The first term in (3) captures the notion that citizens choose their social distancing level to match their individual health targets, θ + bi . A citizen’s health target has two
components—the health status, θ, and an individual bias, bi ∈ R, reflecting their concern about
how social distancing contributes to public health versus the erosion of personal liberties. If

14 Formally, P( T ≤ t) = P( R ≤ 1/(1 − t)) = R 1/(1−t) R−2 dR = t.
0
0
0
0
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bi > 0, then citizen i cares greatly about public health and selects a higher level of social distancing than implied by θ. Conversely, if bi < 0, she is more concerned about upholding individual
liberties and, hence, adopts a lower action.
Since partisan citizens respond and identify with the leader’s narrative, they behave as if their
individual bias toward “life versus liberty” considerations was bi + χp. The parameter χ > 0
captures charisma, or how compelling the leader’s narrative is. As the leader attempts to exhort
citizens with a more partisan tone (p becomes larger), she can convince her followers to depart
markedly from their preferred approach to social distancing. We refer to b̃i ( p) = bi + δi χp as
citizen i’s galvanized bias.
The second term in (3) reflects the importance that citizens place on emulating the actions of
others. The pressure to conform to the behavior of other citizens may be due to “public shaming”
– if a citizen sees nobody outside, then she believes that she may be ostracized for attempting
to venture outdoors. Similarly, if the citizen believes that others regard the threat of disease as
modest and will, therefore, continue to gather, she also has the incentive to behave the same
way. The presence of strategic uncertainty leads citizens to take actions that are close to the
average action in the population. This “beauty contest” aspect of social distancing is distinct
from accounts that frame social distancing challenges as a public goods problem (e.g. Allcott
et al., 2020). The desire for conformity, moreover, makes nonpartisan citizens take higher actions
since their partisan counterparts act according to biases that are galvanized by the leader. The
weight ω captures the relative importance of conformity for citizen i.
Each citizen receives a private signal about the health status of the community, namely,
zi = θ + ζ i ,

(4)

where ζ i is an i.i.d. Gaussian noise term with zero mean and precision πz > 0. We interpret
zi as private information gleaned by the citizen from a media report, following the leader’s
narrative and the realization of θ.15 Finally, we assume that individual biases are i.i.d. with
15 We also consider a information channel where the narrative colors the information that citizens glean from media

reports, either by influencing the signal precision or the mean as in Little (2017). In an online appendix, we show
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mean B < 0 and variance σb2 . The bias distribution is common knowledge. Our assumption
of a negative mean motivates the role of the leader in the model—under complete information,
citizens’ actions are inadequate to eliminate the disease.

The leader’s problem. In choosing her narrative, the leader seeks to exhort citizens with different biases toward higher levels of social distancing in order to eliminate the disease. But a more
partisan narrative comes at a cost – it drives citizens’ actions away from their individual health
targets thereby lowering communal welfare. Reflecting this tradeoff, the leader’s objective function is
u L ( p, a, θ ) = A +

Z 1
0

ui ( p, a, θ )di,

(5)

where a = ( ai )i∈[0,1] . The first term in (5) is the aggregate social distancing of citizens and
the second term is the welfare of the community. Partisan appeals cause citizens to deviate
from their individual health targets and hence engender communal welfare losses. Implicitly,
we assume that these welfare losses are costly for the leader since they adversely impact her
reputation.
Although the leader benefits from higher social distancing by citizens, the aggregate level
maybe insufficient to eliminate the disease. We suppose that the leader treats R < 1 as a constraint, which allows us to put a shadow price – in terms of welfare loss – for attempting to
eliminating the disease. So the leader chooses the partisan tone of her narrative by solving
max E L [u L ( p, a, θ )]
p ≥0

(6)

subject to P ( R < 1) ≥ φ,
where E L [·] is the ex-ante expectation taken over all uncertainties. As formulated in (6), the
equilibrium actions of citizens are taken into account and the disease constraint is expressed as
requiring that the probability with which the disease is eliminated is above confidence level, φ,
the a measure of the leader’s resolve to fight the disease. Expressed in this fashion, the leader’s
how such an information channel, where a more partisan narrative reduces the precision of private information,
does not qualitatively change the results.
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problem implies that a highly resolute leader may tolerate a greater communal welfare loss in
an effort to eliminate the disease with high probability. The constraint in (6) is akin to the Valueat-Risk (VaR) constraint in the finance literature (e.g., Adrian and Shin, 2014), so we refer to it as
a Health-at-Risk (HaR) constraint in what follows.16

Timing and equilibrium. Figure 2 shows the timing of events. An equilibrium of the model
consists of citizens’ strategies and the leader’s narrative such that: (i) given any narrative, {φ, p},
citizens’ interim expected payoff maximizing strategies constitute a Bayesian-Nash equilibrium;
and (ii) the optimal narrative solves the leader’s problem (6), given citizens’ equilibrium strategies.
Solving backward, we first determine the equilibrium strategies for citizens, and then characterize the optimal degree of partisanship in the leader’s narrative.

F IGURE 2. Timing of the model.
Leader and citizens
form common prior
about θ

Nature
draws θ

Leader commits
to narrative {φ, p}

Citizens choose
actions ai

Citizens observe
private signals
zi = θ + ζ i and
indiviudal biases bi

Pandemic eliminated
or grows exponentially;
payoffs realized

4. A NALYSIS
Citizens’ equilibrium strategies. Given any partisan tone to the leader’s narrative, p ≥ 0, and
conditional on private information, zi , citizen i’s optimal strategy is

ai = (1 − ω ) b̃i ( p) + Ei [θ |zi ] + ωEi [ A|zi ],

(7)

16 The constraint is also used in operations research and engineering (Charnes and Cooper, 1959; Miller and

Wagner, 1965).
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where Ei [·] is the expectation over both the health status and the biases of other citizens. The
posterior mean is given by
Ei [ θ | z i ] =



πz
πz + 1


zi

(8)

corresponds to the best predictor of the health status.
We restrict attention to equilibria in which each citizen’s optimal strategy is a linear function
of private information , namely
a i = ηi + κ z i ,
where ηi and κ are to be determined in equilibrium. We show that, in the face of the narrative, a
citizen’s strategy in equilibrium is driven more by her bias and those of others, and less by her
private information about the disease.
Since (7) depends linearly on b̃i ( p), we conjecture that this is also the case for ηi . The aggregate
action, A, is therefore a linear function of θ and the aggregate of individual galvanized biases
B̃( p) =

Z 1
0

b̃i ( p)di = B + εχp.

Proposition 1 relates a citizen’s social distancing in equilibrium to the partisan tone of the leader’s
narrative, the pressure to conform, and citizens’ attitudes toward the “public health vs personal
liberty” tradeoff.

Proposition 1. For a given partisan tone to the leader’s narrative, p ≥ 0, there exists a unique BayesianNash equilibrium in which each citizen’s equilibrium strategy is
ai (zi , p) = ηi ( p) + κzi
for all zi , where
ηi ( p) = (1 − ω )b̃i ( p) + ω B̃( p)
and
κ=

(1 − ω ) π z
.
(1 − ω ) π z + 1
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Proposition 1 makes clear that the intercept term, ηi ( p), is a convex combination of the individual and galvanized biases, b̃i ( p) and B̃( p). Since ω captures the degree of conformity, it is
natural that the citizen assigns the same weight to conform with the aggregate galvanized bias
of others. The strategic complementarity of citizens’ actions means that nonpartisan citizens respond to the partisan tone of the leader’s narrative because they know that partisan citizens are
receptive to the leader. Partisan citizens, in turn, respond accordingly since they know that nonpartisan citizens will pursue actions in line with what they do. And, as the tone of the leader’s
narrative becomes increasingly partisan (higher p), it results in a higher ηi ( p) and, thus, a higher
action. We refer to this as the “rallying effect” of the leader’s narrative. The slope term, κ, is a
“tilted predictor” of the health status, θ (Angeletos and Pavan, 2007).
HaR constraint. The aggregate level of social distancing is
A(θ, p) = B + εχp + κθ.

(9)

Under complete information, A = B + εχp + θ. By (2), the disease is eliminated if and only if
B + εχp > 0. If the B ≥ 0, then the leader need not exhort followers to eliminate the disease.
But if B < 0, as assumed, then she is obliged to encourage a higher level of social distancing by
choosing a more partisan tone to her narative.
Given (9), the HaR constraint can be expressed as

P( R < 1) = Q D ( p) ≥ φ,
where
D ( p) = ( B + εχp)[(1 − ω )πz + 1],

and lim p→∞ Q D ( p) = 1. As p increases and the leader places greater emphasis on rallying her
followers and so D ( p) increases, i.e., D 0 ( p) > 0. This, in turn, relaxes the HaR constraint for a
given level of resolve.

Let φ0 = Q D (0) be the probability that the disease is eliminated when p = 0. Proposition 2
shows how the HaR constraint behaves in the leader’s optimization problem.
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Proposition 2. If φ ≥ φ0 , then the HaR constraint uniquely identifies a threshold


1
Q −1 ( φ )
pH =
−B ,
εχ (1 − ω )πz + 1
such that for p ≥ p H , the constraint holds; for p < p H the constraint is never satisfied. The threshold,
p H , is strictly increasing in the leader’s resolve, φ.

Figure 3 illustrates Proposition 2. A leader who wants to be absolutely certain about eliminating the disease is characterized by φ = 1. But as Q( D ( p)) only asymptotically converges to
1, it follows that there is no finite value for p H that the leader can employ to satisfy the HaR
constraint.
Resolve (φ)
1
P( R < 1)
φ00

φ0

φ0
0

p0H

p00H

Partisan tone (p)

F IGURE 3. The binding HaR constraint pinpoints a unique threshold p H that characterizes the partisan nature of the leader’s narrative.

Equilibrium political narrative. Given citizens’ equilibrium strategies ai∗ = ai (zi , p), the leader’s
problem is


max E L A(θ, p) +
p ≥0

Z 1
0

∗

ui ( p, a , θ )di


(10)
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subject to the HaR constraint, p ≥ p H , where
E L [ A(θ, p)] = B + εχp
and, denoting by Ξ ≡ −ωσb2 −
EL

1

Z
0

1
,
(1− ω ) π z +1

we have



i
h
ui ( p, a , θ )di = (1 − ω ) Ξ − ωε(1 − ε)χ2 p2 .
∗

(11)

(12)

Expressions (11) and (12) capture the tradeoff facing the leader. The former is the expected
aggregate action and indicates that the leader benefits from rallying followers to take a higher
level of social distancing, while the latter is a strictly decreasing function of the partisan tone of
the leader’s narrative, and represents the welfare cost that stems from moving citizens’ actions
away from their individual health targets. Proposition 3 characterizes the equilibrium.
b > φ0 , where
Proposition 3. There exists a unique threshold φ

b=Q
φ

ε
B+
2ω (1 − ω )(1 − ε)

 n
o
· (1 − ω ) π z + 1
,

such that:
b, the leader is ambivalent: the HaR constraint is slack and the equilibrium partisan tone
(i) If φ < φ
for the narrative is solved by the unique p∗ = pU that maximizes (10), i.e.,
pU =

1
.
2ω (1 − ω )(1 − ε)χ

b, the leader is resolute: the HaR constraint binds and p∗ = p H is the the partisan tone
(ii) For φ ≥ φ
for the leader’s narrative in equilibrium.
b, the HaR
The equilibrium narrative is depicted in Figure 4. If the leader is ambivalent, φ < φ
constraint does not bind. So the partisan tone of the leader’s narrative, pU , optimally balances
the increase in social distancing that it engenders versus the loss to communal welfare from
nonpartisan citizens voluntarily choosing levels of social distancing that do not accord with their
b,
views on preserving personal liberties during the pandemic. But if the leader is resolute, φ > φ
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the HaR constraint binds and the leader is more strident in her appeal to followers, striking a
more partisan tone to her narrative, p H , even though this comes at the expense of a suboptimal
level of communal welfare. As φ → 1, an increasingly partisan tone is required to satisfy the
binding constraint. In the limit, the HaR constraint can never be satisfied for a finite p H .
The critical threshold beyond which the leader is resolute is increasing in the precision of the
private information obtained by citizens as well as the aggregate bias. Thus, as citizens become
more compelled to place public health concerns over the preservation of personal liberties, or
are in possession of more accurate information about the disease, the HaR constraint slackens.
In a similar vein, as the mass of followers increases, the critical threshold also increases. Since
the leader is more able to rally a larger proportion of citizens, there is less of a need for the leader

Partisan tone (p∗ )

to sacrifice communal welfare in order to eliminate the disease.

HaR binding

HaR not binding

0

b
φ

1

Resolve (φ)

F IGURE 4. The leader’s equilibrium narrative.
Comparative statics. Propositions 4 and 5 summarizes how the equilibrium political narrative
varies with key model parameters for an ambivalent and resolte leader, respectively.
b, then the partisan tone of the ambivalent leader’s narrative is strictly (i) increasProposition 4. If φ ≤ φ
ing in ε; (ii) decreasing in χ; (iii) increasing in ω if and only if ω > 1/2.
When the HaR constraint is slack, the leader prefers a more partisan narrative if she has more
followers. The effect of a larger following is two-fold. First, the leader can reach a wider audience
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with the narrative and, thereby, induce more citizen to socially distance. And second, relatively
fewer citizens are made worse off by adopting a higher action since more citizens have higher
galvanized biases. This, in turn, compels the leader to strike an even more partisan tone when
engaging with the community.
Greater charisma means that the leader is better able to convince her followers to adopt high
actions. Given the strategic complementarity of citizens’ actions, nonpartisan citizens also increase their actions. As a result, the rallying effect is amplified. But since nonpartisan citizens
deviate more from their health targets, they experience greater disutility, and so communal welfare is reduced. Since the effect on communal welfare is dominant, the leader is compelled to
weaken the partisan tone of her narrative (i.e., a lower pU ).
Proposition 4 also suggests that when citizens view social conformity as being at least as important as their individual health targets, ω > 1/2, the leader can benefit by galvanizing followers to engage in greater social distancing and, hence, adopts a more partisan narrative as ω
becomes larger.

b, then the partisan tone for the resolute leader’s narrative is strictly (i) decreasing
Proposition 5. If φ ≥ φ
in ε; (ii) decreasing in χ; (iii) increasing in ω; (iv) decreasing in B; (v) decreasing in πz .

The greater is charisma, the proportion of followers, and the aggregate bias of citizens in favor
of health concerns, the higher is the probability of eliminating the disease for any narrative,
p. The binding HaR constraint, thus, identifies a smaller p H . As the precision of the health
information that citizens receive increases, there is greater agreement on the measures needed
to eliminate the disease. Thus, the leader need not place a great emphasis on rallying citizens.
While, when the precision is low, citizens have widely different opinions on what it takes to
eliminate the disease. In this case, the leader is better able to coordinate the actions of citizens
by choosing a more partisan tone to her narrative.
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5. C ONCLUSION
The role of political leaders in coordinating the behavior of their followers is well understood.
But political leadership assumes greater salience in the context of a pandemic, requiring much
more than just clear statements in order to induce voluntary social distancing by citizens to
prevent the spread of disease. The narrative adopted by a leader depends on a range of factors,
including the size of her support base, personal charisma, her resolve to tackle the disease, as
well as the degree of conformity in society. The communication campaign, in turn, shapes how
citizens trade off health and economic considerations.
Our non-linearity result speaks to the important role of trust in the state in motivating citizens to voluntarily comply with public health measures and accept limits to individual liberty
(Coker, 2020; Giuliano and Rasul, 2020). As Porter and Porter (1988) emphasize, once the “subtle art of the administratively possible” falls short—and trust is lacking between the state and
its citizens—the state is reduced to coercive means to implement public health policy. In our
model, when the leader places a high store on physical wellbeing (and declining morbidity and
mortality), she is compelled to risk her reputation to identify with citizens and her communication campaign reflects this. By contrast, a leader who attaches low priority to morbidity and
mortality does not go out of their way to compel citizens to forsake individual liberties in favor
of social distancing. As a result, the collective commitment to social distancing wavers – cases of
Covid climb, citizens become more aware of others’ noncompliance with public health practices,
and the epidemic escalates. There is a risk that the leader is then forced into draconian measures
– such as damaging lockdowns – to eliminate the epidemic. We leave empirical analysis of our
hypothesis for future work.
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A PPENDIX A: P ROOFS
Proof of Proposition 1: Fix any partisan tone to the leader’s narrative p ≥ 0. Since citizen i’s
best response, (7), is linear in the galvanized bias b̃i ( p), and the conditional expectation Ei [θ |zi ]
is linear in zi , it is natural to look for an equilibrium strategy that is linear in both b̃i ( p) and
zi . This, in turn, implies that the equilibrium strategy also depends linearly on the aggregate
galvanized bias, B̃( p). We suppose that
ai = ηi + κzi
for some κ ∈ R, where ηi = ηi (b̃i ( p), B̃( p)) is a linear function of b̃i ( p) and B̃( p). Then it yields
A=

Z 1
0

ηi di + κθ = ψ B̃( p) + κθ,

ψ ∈ R,

following the convention that the strong law of large numbers holds for a continuum of independent random variables with uniformly bounded variance. Let γ = πz /(πz + 1), then
Ei [θ |zi ] = γzi . Since all citizens know the mean, B, of the bias distribution, citizen i’s best response becomes
ai = (1 − ω )b̃i ( p) + ωψ B̃( p) + [(1 − ω )γ + ωγk] zi .

(13)

Therefore (13) is a linear equilibrium strategy if and only if ψ and γ solve 1 − ω + ψω = ψ and

(1 − ω )γ + ωγκ = κ. It follows that ψ = 1 and κ = (1 − ω )γ/(1 − ωγ). Thus we can conclude
that
ηi = ηi ( p) = (1 − ω )b̃i ( p) + ω B̃( p)
and
κ=

(1 − ω ) π z
,
(1 − ω ) π z + 1

giving the result of Proposition 1.



Proof of Proposition 3: The leader faces a constrained maximization problem whenever her
resolve satisfies φ ≥ φ0 . It is without loss of generality to assume φ ≥ φ0 and proceed with the
proof. Let UL ( p) be the leader’s expected payoff given citizens’ equilibrium strategies.
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The Lagrangian of the leader’s problem is

L( p, λ) = UL ( p) − λ( p H − p),

(14)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier and p H is the unique threshold identified by the HaR constraint. Then the corresponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are

∂L


= UL0 ( p) + λ


∂p






λ ∂L = λ( p − p )
H
∂λ




λ







p

=0
=0

.

(15)

≥0
≥ pH

The nonnegativity constraint p ≥ 0 does not appear here because p H ≥ 0.
Case 1: Suppose λ = 0. Then the first KKT condition implies that UL0 ( p) = 0. Using (11) and
(12), we have
UL0 ( p) = εχ − 2ω (1 − ω )ε(1 − ε)χ2 p,
It follows directly that pU ≡ 1/[2ω (1 − ω )(1 − ε)χ] solves UL0 ( p) = 0.
b = Q( D ( pU )). By
We check if pU fulfills the HaR constraint (the last KKT condition). Let φ
b. In other words,
Proposition 2, since p H is monotone in φ, we have pU ≥ p H if and only if φ ≤ φ
b, the global maximum is achieved at pU ; otherwise the first KKT condition fails
when φ ≤ φ
b.
whenever φ > φ
Case 2: Suppose that λ > 0. Then the second KKT condition, the complementary slackness
equation, implies that p = p H . Moreover, the first KKT condition makes clear that UL0 ( p H ) < 0.
b. So p H is the global maximum if and
From Case 1, we know this is only possible when φ > φ
b.
only if φ > φ
Observe that pU remains the global maximum if φ < φ0 , so we can conclude that the unique
b and p∗ = p H if φ > φ
b.
maximum, p∗ , of the leader’s problem is such that p∗ = pU if φ ≤ φ



